THE 2011 ESCALADE
The 2011 Cadillac Escalade is about presence and power wrapped in elegance. With its distinctive interior and impressive performance, this is the most acclaimed luxury SUV ever. The spacious cabin seats up to eight. Its suspension design incorporates available Magnetic Ride Control.1 And its levels of onboard equipment and technology are stunning. For people with passengers or cargo to carry, and when comfort and spaciousness are required, Escalade is the one.

1 Requires available 22” wheels.

Side Blind Zone Alert is an available feature, built into exterior rearview mirrors. When the driver’s lane changes, a visual alert and audio signal indicate the presence of a vehicle in the blind zone.

Power-retractable assist steps, an available feature, ease vehicle-entry access while maintaining a streamlined profile when not in use.

IntelliBeam, an available feature, turns the high-beams on automatically and switches to low-beams when oncoming headlamps or taillamps are detected.

22” wheels, an available option, are authoritative, handsome, and match the scale of the Escalade.

A 403-horsepower 6.2L Vortec V8 engine is an all-aluminum, direct-injection design. Tracy V-10 engine is an available option. This V-10 engine provides improved fuel efficiency.

Power liftgate can be opened or closed with the liftgate button or remotely using either the vehicle key fob or a switch in the overhead console.

IntelliBeam, an available feature, turns the high-beams on automatically and switches to low-beams when oncoming headlamps or taillamps are detected.

Power-retractable assist steps, an available feature, ease vehicle-entry access while maintaining a streamlined profile when not in use.

2 Before making a lane change, always check the SBZA display, check the side and inside rearview mirrors, look over your shoulder for vehicles and hazards, and start the turn signal.
Steering wheel is leather-trimmed, wood-accented and power tilt-adjustable, with integrated controls for audio and cruise. A heated option is also available.

Adaptive Remote Start allows the Escalade’s engine to be started and the interior to be heated or cooled before the driver steps inside.

Rearview backup camera and Rear Park Assist: The rearview camera helps you see behind you when you’re backing up. Ultrasonic Rear Park Assist provides audible alerts when certain objects are detected behind the vehicle.

Front seats are 14-way power-adjustable, heated and cooled. Driver’s seat includes memory settings that can accommodate two drivers.

With the same attention to detail inside and out, the Escalade cabin offers modern technology and luxurious accommodations for up to eight adults. Fourteen-way power-adjustable front seats, including 4-way lumbar support, help you customize your drive, while memory settings for two drivers keep it all in mind. Elegant materials, brushed aluminum and burled accents, supple leather trim and French-stitched seams, advanced technology and thoughtful amenities harmonize for an unsurpassed level of comfort. Navigation® is touch screen and incorporates a 10-speaker Bose® 5.1 surround sound system.

Bose® 5.1 surround sound system with AudioPilot® noise compensation technology.

Tri-zone automatic climate control allows individual temperature conditions to be set for driver, front passenger and rear-seat passengers.
Platinum, the premier Escalade, takes utility vehicle style and capability to an unprecedented level. On the outside, a dramatic front fascia, unique LED headlamps and exclusive 22" multi-spoke chrome wheels. And inside, soft TEH–AMA full-leather first- and second-row seats, with contrast-color French stitching and embroidered Wreath & Crest. Leather-wrapped instrument panel and trim. Heated and cooled seats and cupholders. Olive Ash and Burled Walnut wood trim with decorative inlays. Warm aluminum accents. DVD entertainment with up to five LCD screens.

1 Use only GM-approved wheel/tire combinations. See dealer for details.
The world’s only full-size luxury hybrid SUV, the Escalade Hybrid is an amalgam of comfort, performance and intelligent efficiency. Seamlessly combining an advanced hybrid system and Active Fuel Management, this vehicle utilizes energy created by its gas engine and electricity generated by electric motors. Mileage is improved, CO₂ emissions reduced, with an EPA estimated 20 mpg in the city and 23 mpg on highways, while seating eight in style and comfort. Escalade Hybrid. The purest expression of uncompromising luxury.
The Escalade features a 403hp 6.2L Vortec V8 VVT engine. Active Fuel Management, E85 capability and available all-wheel drive for maximum control. A towing capacity up to 8,300 lbs\(^2\) so you can pull just about anything. Performance-oriented engineering that goes from 0 to 60 in 6.5 seconds. A 6-speed automatic transmission that addresses both driver demand and vehicle load and lets you shift manually when you need to. And a rear-locking differential that helps you power through some of the worst road conditions with confidence.

Variable Valve Timing
controls
the opening and closing of engine
valves on the fly, providing increased power and fuel efficiency.\(^3\)

Active Fuel Management
monitors
when full 8-cylinder power is
unnecessary, and automatically
adjusts to four, saving fuel.\(^2\)

All-wheel drive, an available
feature, is always on. A fixed
torque bias enhances vehicle
stability by distributing drive
torque to front and rear wheels,
controlling power and torque.\(^4\)

Magnetic Ride Control
an available feature reads the
road up to 1,000 times a second
every 5 milliseconds, giving you an
almost instantaneous response to
any road surface.\(^5\)

A rigid frame provides the
foundation for an advanced
suspension system and
rack-and-pinion steering,
improving handling.\(^6\)

\(^1\) Go to gm.com/E85 to see if there is an E85 station near you.
\(^2\) Maximum trailer-weight ratings are calculated assuming a base vehicle, except for any option(s) necessary to achieve rating, plus driver. The weight of other optional equipment, passengers and cargo will reduce the maximum trailer weight your vehicle can tow. See your Cadillac dealer for additional details.
\(^3\) Escalade RWD: EPA estimated mpg 14 city/18 highway. Escalade AWD: EPA estimated mpg 13 city/18 highway.
\(^4\) Requires available 22" wheels.
\(^5\) Rigid frame provides the foundation for an advanced suspension system and rack-and-pinion steering, improving handling.
The all-wheel drive Escalade EXT is a utility truck with a luxury pedigree. It transforms itself with ease from a 5-passenger SUV into a 2-passenger pickup with an 8-foot bed. Behind the EXT’s rear seat is the key to its versatility, the Midgate® panel. For open-air driving, simply unlatch the rear window and stow it in the special recess in the Midgate panel. Fold the Midgate panel forward with the window in place to create 101 cubic feet of covered and secure cargo volume or remove the tonneau cover and there’s an 8-foot cargo bed ready to be put to use.

The Elevate ESV seats up to eight in full Escalade comfort, and still has 45.8 cubic feet of cargo volume for luggage, or golf clubs, or whatever you need to bring along. Combine the 130" wheelbase (14" longer than the Escalade) with its advanced suspension, and the resulting ride is sublime. Thanks to the precise power rack-and-pinion steering, size doesn’t matter when you’re behind the wheel of the ESV. Negotiating parking lots is stress-free. Recalibrated for ESV’s almost 30 additional cubic feet of interior space, the Bose® 5.1 surround sound system is nothing short of noteworthy.
**Escalade Features and Options**

**Traction control**: Includes two-speed transmission, transfer ratio control to aid stability on slippery roads.

**Magnetic Ride control**: Available on Escalade Platinum.

**Road-sensing suspension**: Provides a smoother ride by adjusting shock absorber settings based on road conditions.

**Fluid-filled shocks and computer-controlled real-time damping**: Offers improved handling and ride quality.

**LED turn signal indicators, puddle lamps and automatic-dimming driver’s side mirror**: Enhance safety and visibility.

**Gen IV 6.2l vortec v8 vvt**: Delivers powerful performance and efficiency.

**Power-Retractable Running boards**: Add a luxurious touch to the vehicle.

**IntelliBeam headlamps with automatic high/low-beam switching**: Ensures optimal illumination at night.

**22” 7-spoke chromed aluminum wheels with P285/45R22 blackwall performance touring tires**: Provide style and performance.

**Computer-controlled, 4-channel Electronic Vehicle Stabilization System (ESC)**: Helps maintain control during sudden maneuvers.

**A-S-S-A-ASteering Wheel**: Features controls for audio and cruise settings.

**Hands-free calling for cell phones**: Enables hands-free conversation during travel.

**Adaptive Cruise control**: Allows for a more comfortable drive by maintaining a set distance from the vehicle in front.

**Automatic operation when vehicle is put in reverse**: Provides safety and convenience.

**Driver and passenger interior lighting, seat position recall, alarm warning and outside mirror curb view settings**: Enhances comfort and security.

**All readouts are displayed in English, French or Spanish. The DIC is the control center to personalize the settings**:

- **Driver Information Center**
- **MyLink infotainment system**
- **Camera view**

**REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM**

- **Integrated DVD screens**: Offers entertainment options for rear passengers.
- **Hands-free headsets**: Provides hands-free communication.

**ᶠᵖᵗ**

**EcoFLEX Technology**: Helps optimize fuel efficiency.

**IntelliLink with 7-inch color touch screen navigation system**: Offers easy and intuitive navigation.

**UltraSonic Rear park assist**: Assists in parking by detecting objects.

**Rear seat entertainment**: Provides entertainment options for rear passengers.

**Remote start**: Allows for easy and convenient vehicle start.

**Dual-stage driver and front passenger, front-impact, Automatic Occupant Sensing System (AOS)**: Ensures safety for all passengers.

**Satellite and XM Radio**: Offers a wide range of entertainment options.

**Diagonal touch screen navigation system (with XM)

**Hands-free calling for cell phones**: Enables hands-free conversation during travel.

**Independent Rear-seat audio controls**: Allows for personalized entertainment.

**Rear Seat Entertainment System**: Provides entertainment options for rear passengers.

**Power front seat: Heated, cooled, and adjustable**: Offers comfort and convenience.

**Automatic operation when vehicle is put in reverse**: Provides safety and convenience.

**Blind spot warning**: Alerts you to vehicles in your blind spots.

**Power Retractable Running Boards**: Add a luxurious touch to the vehicle.

**Vehicle Theft Deterrent**: Helps prevent theft.

**Transmission and 4x4**

- **RWD**: Rear-wheel drive configuration.
- **4x4**: Four-wheel drive configuration.
- **2.8L Duramax turbo-diesel engine (Available on Hybrid) (GH)**: Offers powerful performance and efficiency.

**Escalade (RWD) 1,612/8,300 lb**

- **Bed width**: 50.0”
- **Bed length with Midgate down**: 97.6”

**Capacities and Dimensions**

- **Passenger capacity**: 2+3
- **Cargo volume**: 26.9 cu ft
- **Cargo volume behind rear seat**: 45.4 cu ft
- **Cargo volume behind 2nd row**: 86.3 cu ft
- **Cargo volume with 2nd row folded**: 117.4 cu ft

**Towing**

- **3.7L V6 FlexFuel engine**: Features FlexFuel technology.
- **6-speed automatic transmission**: Provides smooth shifts.
- **1500/1550 lb**: Towing capacity.
- **2000/2000 lb**: Towing capacity.

**Compact and Luxury Collection**

- **Light Linen/Cocoa interior**: Offers a stylish and comfortable interior.
- **Leather-wrapped instrument panel and trim**: Provides a luxurious touch.
- **Navteq navigation system**: Offers accurate navigation.
- **Hands-free calling for cell phones**: Enables hands-free conversation during travel.

**Visit onstar.com for coverage map, details and subscription information.**

**Requires a subscription sold separately**

**Requires active service and an active data plan**

**Requires a MyLink account**

**Subject to warranties and state laws**

See the Owner’s Manual for more information.
Passenger safety is a primary consideration throughout the engineering process. A robust body. Six standard airbags. 3 OnStar® Directions & Connections Plan with Automatic Crash Response as well as advisory and emergency services. Tire pressure monitor. Available Side Blind Zone Alert. Anti-lock brake system. A look beneath the beautiful exterior reveals a comprehensive approach to safety.

Available Side Blind Zone Alert uses alternating beams of radar to sweep adjacent lanes of traffic in 150º arcs. A vehicle entering an adjacent lane is detected and an alert is sent to OnStar. An OnStar Advisor is immediately notified and a phone call is placed to you.

Tire Pressure Monitor. A sensor in each tire constantly monitors air pressure. Should tire pressure drop below an acceptable range, you will receive an alert via the Driver Information Center.

StabiliTrak with Roll Over Mitigation Standard on all Escalade models, the StabiliTrak system also incorporates Roll Over Mitigation. The system senses conditions that might result in loss of control, including potential rollover situations, and makes adjustments in braking and power delivery to help keep the vehicle on the path you’re steering.

Cadillac offers world-class coverage with the Cadillac 5-Year/100,000-Mile Transferable Powertrain Limited Warranty with no deductible plus Roadside Assistance and Courtesy Transportation. Whenever comes first—see your dealer for details.

Owner Privileges also include 24-hour Roadside Assistance and Courtesy Transportation. Whether it’s emergency fuel delivery and flat tire change or Tire Inflator Kit Service (as equipped). And if your trip is interrupted due to vehicle failure, reasonable expenses may be reimbursed during the 5-Year/100,000-Mile Roadside Coverage period with trip interruption protection. Your vehicle is also covered for the GM Bumper-to-Bumper warranty.

Cadillac offers world-class service including scheduled maintenance. And if your vehicle is in for warranted repairs, Cadillac recommends that you use an approved service center. The GM Bumper-to-Bumper limited warranty. Cadillac Premium Care is available on Platinum. See your dealer for details.

Children are safer when properly secured in the rear seat, in an appropriate infant, child or booster seat. Never place a rear-facing infant restraint in the front seat of any vehicle equipped with an active frontal airbag. See the vehicle Owner’s Manual and child safety seat instructions for more safety information.

Your vehicle is also covered by the GM Bumper-to-Bumper plus 5-Year/100,000-Mile Roadside Coverage period with trip interruption protection. Your vehicle is also covered for the GM Bumper-Bumper warranty. Cadillac roadside assistance and courtesy transportation programs are in effect for the first 50 months or 100,000 miles of warranty, whichever comes first. See your dealer for complete details, terms and conditions of these programs, and the GM limited warranty.

Owner’s Manual and more. Members can also store service reminders, special offers, an online portfolio service, and inside rear mirrors, look over your shoulder for vehicles and hazards, and keep on the path you’re steering.

The available Side Blind Zone Alert is standard on all Escalade models. A vehicle entering an adjacent lane is detected and an alert is sent to OnStar. An OnStar Advisor is immediately notified and a phone call is placed to you.

Anti-Lock Brakes. The Escalade’s anti-lock brake system employs power-assisted brakes for improved braking performance on a variety of surfaces. In some conditions, anti-lock brakes can cause a vehicle to pull. To help minimize this effect, the system applies the appropriate amount of brake pressure to the right and left tires to help maintain vehicle control.

The Pressure Monitor. A sensor in each tire constantly monitors air pressure. Should tire pressure drop below an acceptable range, you will receive an alert via the Driver Information Center.

StabiliTrak with Roll Over Mitigation. Standard on all Escalade models, the StabiliTrak system also incorporates Roll Over Mitigation. The system senses conditions that might result in loss of control, including potential rollover situations, and makes adjustments in braking and power delivery to help keep the vehicle on the path you’re steering.

Inflator Kit Service (as equipped). And if your trip is interrupted due to vehicle failure, reasonable expenses may be reimbursed during the 5-Year/100,000-Mile Roadside Coverage period with trip interruption protection. Your vehicle is also covered for the GM Bumper-to-Bumper warranty. Cadillac roadside assistance and courtesy transportation programs are in effect for the first 50 months or 100,000 miles of warranty, whichever comes first. See your dealer for complete details, terms and conditions of these programs, and the GM limited warranty.

Owner Privileges also include 24-hour Roadside Assistance and Courtesy Transportation. Whenever comes first—see your dealer for details.

If equipped, the Driver Information Center. The Driver Information Center incorporates Rollover Mitigation. The system senses conditions that might result in loss of control, including potential rollover situations, and makes adjustments in braking and power delivery to help keep the vehicle on the path you’re steering.

Owners Privileges also include 24-hour Roadside Assistance and Courtesy Transportation. Whenever comes first—see your dealer for details.

By driving an Escalade, you’re part of a select group that enjoys special privileges like the Cadillac Owner Center. A one-stop shop to enhance your Cadillac ownership experience. Powered by Yahoo!, the Owner Center includes online customer service, roadside assistance, service reminders, special offers and much more. See your dealer or visit onstar.com for coverage map, details and system limitations.

SEE YOUR CADILLAC DEALER FOR MENU, TERMINOLOGY OR SERVICES.
Infrablue is a meticulous 3-layer process that results in a dramatic hue-shifting Tintcoat. Metallic Silver Lining is a premium 2-layer paint application with the addition of a tinted Tintcoat. Metallic Mocha with Chocolate Burl Accents is available at extra charge on non-Platinum and non-Hybrid models. Not available on EXT. Available on Platinum. Metallic Walnut ACCents may also be used in other GM makes or models.